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Game Masters need quality maps for their miniatures. DramaScape is committed to
bringing Game Masters the maps they need. This map product is a full-color, 40 x 30
inch, 4 City Block.

There are four entry points into the city.
The northern road has an entry point at
the north-eastern and north-western
corners of the map. The southern road
has an entry point at the south-eastern
and south-western corners of the map.

The back alley is somewhat narrow, so
Game Masters may wish to make this a
one-way road.
Either traffic flows southbound only from
the northern road and drivers can only
make a left hand turn at the center
horizontal road eastbound with a Do Not
Enter sign facing the center horizontal
road or it flows northbound with left hand
turns only for the eastbound traffic of the
center horizontal road, and a Do Not
Enter sign facing the northern road.
Eastbound only also has access to a
back alley that abruptly dead ends and
is blocked off.
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As the entry points, these make the
most sense for vehicles to be placed for
chase scenarios, military vehicles for
war scenarios, monsters for a city attack
scenario, etc.

Eastbound traffic, as a divider prevents
access to Westbound traffic.
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This product features a large-scale
panoramic view of a modern city with
four city blocks represented.

The northern road has four T
intersections with the western road, the
center vertical road, a back alley, and
the eastern road.

The southern road has three Tintersections with the western road, the
center vertical road, and the eastern
road.
The center horizontal road has a Tintersection with the western and
eastern roads, a four-way intersection
with the center vertical road with
crosswalks and a traffic signal as the
central part of these city blocks, and
access to the back alley is only for

This is a good spot for a chase scene to
end as one of the drivers makes a bad
turn into an alley they cannot get out of
easily.

Most of the T-intersections should
feature 3-way stops. Since the northern
and southern roads are the entry and
exit points for the area, they will likely
have the highest traffic volume so Game
Masters may decide they do not stop at
the western or eastern roads, only at the
center vertical road since it is a main
throughway for the center area.

There are 8 major city sections. The
northern,
western,
eastern,
and
southern half blocks are on the edges of
the map.
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There are four full city blocks in the
center of the map. The north-eastern
center city block features a parking lot,
which is a good spot to end a tailing type
of scenario. It is partially bisected by the
back alley that dead ends.

The north-western center city block is
completely bisected by the back alley
making two smaller blocks. The southwestern and south-eastern center city
blocks have no back alleys.
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